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Confectionery & Desserts 

July 7, 2015 

It is assumed that middle and high-price range products targeting adults will be the next 

trend of the imported confectionary market. Recently, premium beer is getting popular 

as it provides "small luxury of the weekend" to consumers and the same is happening 

with imported confectionary. Due to the long-term depreciation of the yen and increasing 

ingredients / logistics costs, companies are aiming for higher profitability by introducing 

highly value-added products of middle and high-price range. 

 

In 2013, the customs statistics of major imported confectionary dropped 6.8% in volume 

and rose 14.4% in value. In response to this, the import volume from January to July in 

2014 of major imported confectionary fell 6.3% from the previous year in volume, and 

rose 2.9% from the previous year in value. 

 

By items, biscuits (sugar added) were down 15% in volume and up 4.2% in value, gums 

were up 1.6% in volume and up 19.3% in value, and waffles / wafers were up 3.1% in 

volume and up 14.6% in value. Chocolate, which occupies a large import volume, dropped 

8.1% in volume and rose 6.3% in value, and this affected the overall drop in volume and 

rise in value.  
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European chocolates from France or Belgium of the high-price range are recently on the 

rise. On the other hand, low-price range chocolates from Malaysia or South East Asia are 

decreasing. It is clear that consumption is beginning to polarize. Due to the increase in 

the "small luxury demand" and the highest chocolate demand of the valentine season, 

middle and high-price range products are the mainstream. In the recent valentine sales 

strategies, needs for high-class brands and high-price range products from special origins 

are growing in addition to chocolate droplets and chocolates with liqueur. 

 

Since the summer of 2013, health effects of 

cacao beans became a hot topic in Japan and 

pure chocolate or dark (bitter) chocolate grew 

significantly. Consumers that are age 50-60 or 

higher have high dispensable income and are 

active in consuming. They are the ones 

boosting this chocolate boom and it is said 

that this boom is spreading to the increasing 

demand for imported chocolate. This is one of the reasons why functional pure chocolate 

or bitter chocolate with high cacao rate of the middle and high-price range is growing. 

 

Besides chocolate, Japanese companies want to handle more highly value-added 

products such as crackers or biscuits that goes well with wine and natural brands using 

special ingredients. 

 

⟨ The screening standard of imported confectionary ⟩ 

 

Below is a questionnaire survey result about imported confectionary, which was done against 

major import specialty stores by Food Industry Newspaper (September 18, 2014 issue). 

 

The following standards were set to the question, "what is the screening standard of 

imported confectionary that you sell": taste, country / region, package design, branding, 

originality, new product, and others. The answers to these questions by each of the 

specialty store is as follows. 

 

Q1: Which standard do you value most? 

- Meidi-ya, Kitano Ace: taste. 

- Kinokuniya: branding. 

- Plaza Style: The affinity with their own MD. "It is not whether it sells or not, but 

the value that we can propose through the product. It is important for the 
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customers to discover something new." 

- Lawson: "Whether the additive standards, etc. match with the store concept." 

   Reference 

   ・Meidi-ya：Established in 1911. JPY26.3 billion turnover with 26 stores. 

   ・Kitano Ace：Established in 1962. JPY22.3 billion turnover with 70 stores. 

   ・Plaza Style: Established in 1966. JPY45 billion turnover with 79 stores. 

   ・Kinokuniya: Established in 1910. JPY12.4 billion turnover with16 stores. 

   ・Lawson: Established in1975. JPY1.95 trillion with with 11,606 stores. 

 

Q2: Which standard do you value second? 

- Meidi-ya: price, next is country / region. 

- Kinokuniya: taste, next is design. 

- Kitano Ace: design, next is value. 

- Lawson: originality, next is branding. 

- Plaza Style: also originality, next is design. 

 

Q3: What is the estimated average spending from each customer 

between October 2014 and February 2015? 

  3 out of 5 companies answered 301-500 yen. Kinokuniya answered, "customers are 

buying less items but more in value compared to last year." Lawson answered, 

"customers are buying more items and more in value compared to last year." 

 

  As this survey shows, the screening standard varies greatly depending on each 

company's concept and policy. 

Below are each company's plans for store events. During the Halloween, Christmas, 

and Valentine seasons, each company strengthens assortments and 

individually-packaged products for gift and party purposes . 

http://www.jma.or.jp/foodex/en/
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http://www.ace-group.co.jp/index.php
http://www.plazastyle.jp/eng/index.html
http://www.e-kinokuniya.com/kinokuniya.pdf
http://lawson.jp/en/
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